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Context and background

• Since the early 2000s: increasing political and academic 
interest in religiously attributed or inspired (violent) 
radicalisation, and increase in policing of Muslim minorities 
in Europe >

• Mushrooming of literature and policy measures on P/CVE
• But in Southern Europe: not so much > why?



Violent radicalisation: definition(s) and framework 
A cultural-psychological disposition; 

A theological process

A theological-psychological process

An action framework applied in policing 

and security contexts

The role of structural factors?

Community Isolation

Discrimination/Racism

Relative Deprivation 

Distinction between cognitive and behavioural radicalisation



Violent radicalisation in Southern Europe

In Italy – Anni di Piombo (1960s-1980s) and organised crime
In Spain –2004 Madrid, 2017 Barcelona, ETA terrorism
In Greece – a foreign issue? rise of the far right

In all 3 countries: the role of media – negative representations of 
Muslims and Islam; manufacturing fear through reference to 
events that took place in other European countries



Explaining the Southern European exceptionalism?

No single causal mechanism : 

Macro: demography argument, 
absence of marked ghettoization of migrants, 
long history of counter-terrorist operations
Meso: status as ‘transit countries’, fragmentation of Muslim 
communities, role of religious leaders
Micro: individuals too preoccupied with making a living in 
exploitative jobs to be ‘socialized’ into radicalisation? 
Comparatively low expectations towards the state + 
fragmentation/arbitrariness within institutions



Context and background of the article

 Terminology: conflating ‘radical ideology’ with ‘violence’, 
criminalizing groups which are not violent but might be 
deemed ‘radical’ in their ideology 

 Radicalisation associated with Jihadism/‘extremism’ broader
 Disconnect between official minority discourse (Imams) and 

general Muslim community
 ‘Projectification’ of PVE/CVE activities (tied to EU projects in 

GR; regional policies in ES; ad hoc temporary priorities in IT)
 Repatriation of non-nationals and human rights abuses in CVE 

policies

Important Takeaways



Context and background of the article

 Comparability of cases:  
Southern Europe approaches religious 
violent radicalisation differently from 
other EU countries, but can we talk of 
‘exceptionalism’?
 How to explain non-events?
Is it about a lack of drivers, or have Southern EU countries dealt 
better with religiously inspired radicalisation?

 What future prospects for P/CVE 
in Southern Europe? 

Points for discussion
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